Abstract. The security of many cryptographic constructions relies on assumptions related to Discrete Logarithms (DL), e.g., the Diffie-Hellman, Square Exponent, Inverse Exponent or Representation Problem assumptions. In the concrete formalizations of these assumptions one has some degrees of freedom offered by parameters such as computational model, the problem type (computational, decisional) or success probability of adversary. However, these parameters and their impact are often not properly considered or are simply overlooked in the existing literature. In this paper we identify parameters relevant to cryptographic applications and describe a formal framework for defining DL-related assumptions. This enables us to precisely and systematically classify these assumptions. In particular, we identify a parameter, termed granularity, which describes the underlying probability space in an assumption. Varying granularity we discover the following surprising result: We prove that two DLrelated assumptions can be reduced to each other for medium granularity but we also show that they are provably not reducible with generic algorithms for high granularity. Further we show that reductions for medium granularity can achieve much better concrete security than equivalent high-granularity reductions.
Introduction
Most modern cryptographic algorithms rely on assumptions on the computational difficulty of some particular number-theoretic problem. One well-known class of assumptions is related to the difficulty of computing discrete logarithms in cyclic groups [1] . In this class a number of variants exists. The most prominent ones besides Discrete Logarithm (DL) itself are the computational and decisional Diffie-Hellman (DH) assumptions [2, 3, 4] and their generalization [5, 6] . Less known assumptions are Matching Diffie-Hellman [7, 8] , Square Exponent 1 (SE) [10, 11] , and the Inverse Exponent (IE) [12] , an assumption also implicitly required for the security of [13, 14] . Several papers have studied relations among these assumptions, e.g., [15, 16, 17, 18, 9] .
In the concrete formalizations of these assumptions one has various degrees of freedom offered by parameters such as computational model, problem type (computational, decisional or matching) or success probability of adversary. However, such aspects are often not precisely considered in the literature and related consequences are simply overlooked. In this paper, we address these aspects by identifying the parameters relevant to cryptographic assumptions. Based on this, we present an understandable formal framework and a notation for defining DL-related assumptions. This enables us to precisely and systematically classify these assumptions.
Among the specified parameters, we focus on a parameter we call granularity of the probability space which underlies an assumption. Granularity defines what part of the underlying algebraic structure (i.e., algebraic group and generator) is part of the probability space and what is fixed in advance: For high granularity an assumption has to hold for all groups and generators; for medium granularity the choice of the generator is included in the probability space and for low granularity the probability is taken over both the choice of the group and the generator. Assumptions with lower granularity are weaker than those with higher granularity. Yet not all cryptographic settings can rely on the weaker variants: Only when the choice of the system parameters is guaranteed to be random one can rely on a low-granularity assumption. Consider an anonymous payment system where the bank chooses the system parameters. To base the security of such a system a-priori on a low-granularity assumption would not be appropriate. A cheating bank might try to choose a weak group with trapdoors (easy problem instances) [19] to violate the anonymity of the customer. An average-case lowgranular assumption would not rule out that infinitely many weak groups exist even though the number of easy problem instances is asymptotically negligible. However, if we choose the system parameters of the payment system through a random yet verifiable process we can resort to a weaker assumption with lower granularity. Note that to our knowledge no paper on anonymous payment systems does address this issue properly. Granularity was also overlooked in different contexts, e.g., [3] ignores that low-granular assumptions are not known to be random self-reducible which leads to a wrong conclusion.
In this paper we show that varying granularity can lead to surprising results. We extend the results of [9] to the problem class IE, i.e., we prove statements on relations between IE, DH and SE for both computational and decisional variants in the setting of [9] which corresponds to the high-granular case. We then consider medium granularity (with other parameters unchanged) and show the impact: We prove that the decisional IE and SE assumptions are equivalent for medium granularity whereas this is provably not possible for their high-granular variants, at least not in the generic model [15] . We also show that reductions between computational IE, SE and DH can offer much better concrete security for medium granularity than their high-granular analogues.
Terminology

Algebraic Structures
The following terms are related to the algebraic structures underlying an assumption.
Group G: All considered assumptions are based on cyclic finite groups. For brevity, however, we will omit the "cyclic finite" in the sequel and refer to them simply as "groups". The order of a group is associated with a security parameter k which classifies the group according to the difficulty of certain problems (e.g., DL). Group family G: A set of groups with the "same" structure/nature. An example is the family of the groups used in DSS [20] , i.e., unique subgroups of * p of order q with p and q prime, |q| ≈ 2k and p = rq + 1 for an integer r sufficiently large to make DL hard to compute in security parameter k. Other examples are non-singular elliptic curves or composite groups * n with n a product of two safe primes. Generator g: In the DL settings, we also need a generator g which generates the group G, i.e., ∀y ∈ G ∃x ∈ |G| : y = g x . Structure instance SI : The structure underlying the particular problem. In our case this means a group G together with a non-empty tuple of generators g i . As a convention we abbreviate g 1 to g if there is only a single generator associated with a given structure instance.
Problem Families
The following two definitions characterize a particular problem underlying an assumption.
Problem family P: A family of abstract and supposedly difficult relations. Examples are Discrete Logarithm (DL), Diffie-Hellman (DH), or the Representation Problem (RP). Note that the problem family ignores underlying algebraic groups and how parameters are chosen. Further, note that in the definition of problem families we don't distinguish between decisional or computational variants of a problem. Problem instance PI : A list of concrete parameters fully describing a particular instance of a problem family, i.e., a structure instance SI and a tuple (priv , publ , sol ) where priv is the tuple of secret values used to instantiate that problem, publ is the tuple of information publicly known on that problem and sol is the solution of that problem instance. This presentation achieves a certain uniformity of description and allows a generic definition of problem types. For convenience, we define PI SI , PI P , PI publ , PI priv and PI sol to be the projection of a problem instance PI to its structure instance, problem family and public, private and solution part, respectively. When not explicitly stated, we can assume that priv consists always of elements from |G| and publ and sol consists of elements from G. Furthermore, the structure instance SI is assumed to be publicly known. If we take the DH problem for integers modulo a prime p as an example, PI DH is defined by the tuple ((( * p , p), (g)), ((x, y), (g x , g y ), (g xy ))) with PI DH P := DH,
Parameters of DL-based Assumptions
In formulating intractability assumptions for problems related to DL we identified the following orthogonal parameters which suffice to describe assumptions relevant to cryptographic applications.
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Note that the labels of the following sublists (e.g., "u" and "n" for the first parameter) are used later in Section 4 to identify values corresponding to a given parameter (e.g., "Computational capability of adversary" for above example).
1. Computational capability of adversary: Potential algorithms solving a problem have to be computationally limited for number-theoretic assumptions to be meaningful (otherwise we could never assume their nonexistence).
Here, we only consider algorithms (called adversary in the following) with running times bounded by a polynomial. The adversary can be of u (Uniform complexity): There is a single probabilistic Turing machine (TM) A which for any given problem instance from the proper domain returns a (not necessarily correct) answer in expected polynomial time in the security parameter k. n (Non-uniform complexity): There is an (infinite) family of TMs {A i } with description size and running time of A i bounded by a polynomial in the security parameter k. To make the definition of the probability spaces more explicit we model probabilistic TMs always as deterministic machines with the random coins given as explicit input C chosen from the uniform distribution U. Finally, a note on notation: In the case a machine A has access to some oracles O 1 , . . . , O n we denote that as A O1,... ,On . 2. "Algebraic knowledge": A second parameter describing the adversary's computational capabilities relates to the adversary's knowledge on the group family. It can be one of the following: σ (Generic): This means that the adversary doesn't know anything about the structure (representation) of the underlying algebraic group. More precisely this means that all group elements are represented using a random bijective encoding function σ(·) : |G| → G and group operations can only be performed via the addition and inversion oracles σ(x + y) ← σ + (σ(x), σ(y)) and σ(−x) ← σ − (x) respectively, which the adversary receives as a black box [15, 22, 23] .
If we use σ in the following we always mean the (not further specified) random encoding used for generic algorithms with a group G and generator g implicitly implied in the context. In particular, by A σ we refer to a generic algorithm.
(marked by absence of σ) (Specific): In this case the adversary can also exploit special properties (e.g., the encoding) of the underlying group. 3. Success probability: The adversary's success probability in solving problem instances (for a given security parameter k and probability distribution D) can either be 1 (Perfect): The algorithm A must solve all problem instances from D.
The algorithm A must be successful with overwhelming probability, i.e., at most a negligible (in k) amount of instances in D can remain unsolved. (Invariant): The algorithm A must answer at least a constant fraction of the queries from D successfully. 1/poly(k) (Weak): The algorithm A must be successful with at least a nonnegligible amount of queries from D. An assumption requiring the inexistence of perfect adversaries corresponds to worst-case complexity, i.e., if the assumption holds then there are at least a few hard instances. However, what is a-priori required in most cases in cryptography is an assumption requiring even the inexistence of weak adversaries, i.e., if the assumption holds then most instances are hard. 4. "Granularity of probability space": Depending on what part of the structure instance is a-priori fixed (i.e., the assumption has to hold for all such parameters) or not (i.e., the parameters are part of the probability space underlying an assumption) we distinguish among following situations: l (Low-granular): The group family (e.g., prime order subgroups of * p ) is fixed but not the specific structure instance (e.g., parameters p, q and generators g i for the example group family given above). m (Medium-granular): The group (e.g., p and q) but not the generators g i are fixed. h (High-granular): The group as well as the generators g i are fixed. 5. Problem family: Following problem families are useful (and often used) for cryptographic applications. As mentioned in Section 2.2 we describe the problem family (or more precisely their problem instances) by an (abstract) structure instance SI (G, g 1 , g 2 , . . . ) and an (explicit) tuple (priv , publ , sol ):
. Note that priv (x) has to be an element of * |G| here, contrary to the other problem families mentioned where priv contains elements of |G| . RP (Representation Problem): 
Defining Assumptions
Using the parameters and corresponding values defined in the previous section we can define intractability assumptions in a compact and precise way. The used notation is composed out of the labels corresponding to the parameter values of a given assumption. This is best illustrated in following example: 3 The term 1/poly(k)-DDH σ (c:u; g:h; f:prim)
denotes the decisional (D) Diffie-Hellman (DH) assumption in prime-order groups (f:prim) with weak success probability (1/poly(k)), limited to generic algorithms (σ) of uniform complexity (c:u), and with high granularity (g:h). The formal assumption statement automatically follows from the parameter values implied by an assumption term. For space reasons we restrict ourselves again to an example as explanation: To assume that above-mentioned assumption 1/poly(k)-DDH σ (c:u; g:h; f:prim) holds informally means that there are no generic algorithms of uniform complexity which are asymptotically able to distinguish a non-negligible amount of DH tuples from random ones in prime-order subgroups where the probability space is defined according to high granularity. Formally this assumption is given below. To give the reader a better feel for the newly introduced parameter granularity we specify also the corresponding assumptions with medium and low granularity.
A few explanations to the statements: S G , S g and S PI are the probabilistic algorithms selecting groups, generators and problem instances, respectively; ExpectRunTime gives a bound on the expected run time of the algorithm and Prob[S :: PS] gives the probability of statement S with the probability taken over a probability space defined by PS. Furthermore, remember that PI DH is (SI , ((x, y), (g x , g y ), (g xy ))), PI DH publ is (g x , g y ) and PI DH sol is (g xy ).
1. Assumption 1/poly(k)-DDH σ (c:u; g:h; f:prim), i.e., with high granularity:
As above except now with medium granularity (1/poly(k)-DDH σ (c:u; g:m; f:prim)):
As above except now with low granularity (1/poly(k)-DDH σ (c:u; g:l; f:prim)):
To express relations among assumptions we will use following notation:
A =⇒ B means that if assumption A holds, so does assumption B, i.e., A (B) is a weaker (stronger) assumption than B (A). Vice-versa, it also means that if there is a (polynomially-bounded) algorithm A B breaking assumption B then we can build another (polynomially-bounded) algorithm A AB A with (oracle) access to A B which breaks assumption A. A ⇐⇒ B means that A =⇒ B and B =⇒ A, i.e., A and B are assumptions of the same (polynomial) complexity.
Furthermore, if we are referring to oracle-assumption, i.e., assumptions where we give adversaries access to auxiliary oracles, we indicate it by listing the oracles at the end of the list in the assumption term. For example, the assumption 1/poly(k)-DDH σ (c:u; g:h; f:prim; O 1-DSE(c:u; g:h; f:prim) ) corresponds to the first assumption statement given above except that now the adversary also gets access to an oracle breaking the assumption 1-DSE(c:u; g:h; f:prim). Finally, if we use * for a particular parameter in an assumption term we mean the class of assumptions where this parameter is varied over all possible values.
The Impact of Granularity
It would go beyond the scope (and space) of this paper to discuss all previously identified parameters and we will focus only on granularity. Before stating the actual results, let us first briefly repeat the practical relevance of granularity as alluded in the introduction. Assumptions with lower granularity are weaker and are so more desirable in principle. However, which of the granularity variants is appropriate in cryptographic protocols depends on how and by whom the parameters are chosen. A priori we have to use a high-granular assumption. Yet in following situations we can resort to a weaker less granular assumption: The security requirements of the cryptographic system guarantee that it's in the best (and only) interest of the chooser of the system parameters to choose them properly; the system parameters are chosen by a mutually trusted third party; or the system parameters are chosen in a verifiable random process. Furthermore, care has to be taken for DL-related high and medium granular assumptions in * p and its subgroups. Unless we further constrain the set of valid groups with (expensive) tests as outlined by [19] , we require, for a given security parameter, considerably larger groups than for the low granular counterpart of the assumptions.
Computational DH, SE and IE
Maurer and Wolf [10] prove the equivalence between the computational SE and DH assumption in their uniform and high-granular variant for both perfect and invariant success probabilities.
We briefly review their results, extend their results to medium granularity and prove similar relations between IE and DH.
CSE versus CDH Theorem 1 ([10]).
-CSE(c:u; g:h; f: * ) ⇐⇒ -CDH(c:u; g:h; f: * ) 2
More concretely, they show the following: Let 0 < α 1 < 1, 0 < α 2 < 1 be arbitrary constants and let G be a cyclic group with known order |G|. Then (a) given an oracle O CDH which breaks -CDH(c:u; g:h; f: * ) in G with success probability at least = α 1 , there exists an algorithm A OCDH that breaks -CSE(c:u; g:h; f: * ) in G with success probability at least = α 1 . (b) given an oracle O CSE which breaks -CSE(c:u; g:h; f: * ) in G with success probability at least = α 2 , there exists an algorithm A OCSE that breaks -CDH(c:u; g:h; f: * ) in G with success probability at least = α 2 3 .
From these reductions the theorem immediately follows.
Remark 1.
Maurer and Wolf showed the reduction for invariant success probability. However, the results easily extend also to all other variants related to success probability, i.e., weak, strong and perfect.
• Above relation also holds for medium granularity as we show next. Proof (sketch). The proof idea of Theorem 1 can also be applied in this case. The only thing we have to show is that the necessary randomization in the reduction steps can be extended to the medium granularity variants of CDH and CSE. This can be done using standard techniques and is shown in the full version of this paper [21] . The rest of the proof remains then the same as the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark 2. Reduction proofs of a certain granularity can in general be easily applied to the lower granularity variant of the involved assumptions. The necessary condition is only that all involved randomizations extend to the wider probability space associated with the lower granularity parameter. Remark 3. In all the mentioned problem families the necessary random selfreducibility exists for medium granularity and above remark always holds, i.e., we can transform proofs from a high-granular variant to the corresponding mediumgranular variant. However, it does not seem to extend to low-granular variants. This would require to randomize not only over the public part of the problem instance PI and the generator g but also over the groups G with the same associated security parameter k; this seems impossible to do in the general case and is easily overlooked and can lead to wrong conclusions, e.g., the random self-reducibility as stated in [3] doesn't hold as the assumptions are (implicitly) given in their low-granular form.
•
CDH versus CIE
In the following we prove that similar relations as above also exist for CIE. In the high-granular case following theorem holds. Here as well as in following results related to IE we will restrict ourselves to groups of prime order. The results also extend to more general groups but the general case is more involved 5 and omitted in this version of the paper for space reasons. More concretely, we show the following: Let G be a cyclic group with known prime order. Then 5 Due to the difference in input domains between IE and other assumptions we have to deal with the distribution of * |G| over |G| . This results, e.g., in the success probability being reduced by a factor of ϕ(|G|)/|G|.
(a) given an oracle O CDH which breaks * -CDH(c:u; g:h; f:prim) in G with success probability at least * = α 1 (k), there exists an algorithm A OCDH that solves CIE(c:u; g:h; f:prim) in G with success probability at least α 1 (k) O(log |G|) .
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(b) given an oracle O CIE which breaks * -CIE(c:u; g:h; f:prim) in G with success probability at least * = α 2 (k), there exists an algorithm A OCIE that solves CSE(c:u; g:h; f:prim) in G with success probability at least α 2 (k)
3 . (c) following (b), there exists also an algorithm A OCIE that, with success probability at least α 2 (k) 9 , breaks 1/poly(k)-CDH(c:u; g:h; f:prim) in G.
From these reductions and Remark 4 the theorem immediately follows. The complete proof can be found in [21] .
Remark 4. For strong and perfect success probabilities, i.e., α 1 (k) is either 1 or 1−1/poly(k), the resulting success probability in case (a) can always be polynomially bounded because O(log |G|) = O(poly(k)) and there always exist constants c and c such that for large enough k it holds that (1
However, for the weak and invariant success probability, i.e., α 1 (k) is either or 1/poly(k), the resulting error cannot be bounded polynomially. This implies that above reduction in (a) does not work directly in the case where the oracle O CDH is only of the weak or invariant success probability flavor! The success probability of O CDH has first to be improved by self-correction [15] to strong success probability, a task expensive both in terms of oracle calls and group operations.
• Next, we prove above equivalence also for medium granularity. Similar to Theorem 2 we could argue that due to the existence of a randomization the result immediately follows also for the medium granularity case. However, we will show below that the reduction can be performed much more efficiently in the medium granular case than in the case above; thereby we improve the concrete security considerably.
Theorem 4.
1/poly(k)-CSE(c:u; g:m; f:prim) ⇐⇒ 1/poly(k)-CIE(c:u; g:m; f:prim). 2 Proof. "⇒": We construct A OCIE as follows: Assume we are given a CSE instance g x with respect to generator g. We set h := g x and t := x −1 , pass g x (= h) and g(= h t ) to O CIE . Assuming the oracle answered correctly we get the desired solution to the CSE problem: h
"⇐": Conversely we can exploit the identity ((g x )
to construct A OCSE solving CIE with a single call to O CSE .
Remark 5. For each direction we need now only a single oracle call. If we take also into account that with a single oracle call 1/poly(k)-CSE(c:u; g:m; f:prim) can be reduced to 1/poly(k)-CDH(c:u; g:m; f:prim) we achieve a reduction from 1/poly(k)-CIE(c:u; g:m; f:prim) to 1/poly(k)-CDH(c:u; g:m; f:prim) while retaining the success probability of the oracle.
Remark 6. Above observation also implies that, contrary to the high-granular (Remark 4) case, this reduction directly applies to the invariant and weak success probability variant of the assumptions, i.e., no self-correction is required.
In particular the Remark 5 is of high significance. The reduction we get in the medium-granular case is much more efficient than the corresponding reduction in the high-granular case: With a single instead of log (|G|) (very expensive) oracle calls and O(log (|G|)) instead of O(log (|G|) 2 ) group operations we achieve a success probability which is higher by a power of O(log (|G|))! 7 Decisional DH, SE and IE
Difficulty in the Generic Model
We state first a Lemma which plays an important role for later proofs in the context of generic algorithms:
. Then the probability that
Using Lemma 1, Wolf [9] shows that there exists no generic algorithm that can solve DSE (and consequently also DDH) in polynomial time if the order of the multiplicative group is not divisible by small primes, as summarized in following theorem:
true =⇒ 1/poly(k)-DSE σ (c:u; g:h; f:nsprim) 2
Remark 7. More precisely, Wolf shows that the probability that any A σ can correctly distinguish correct DSE inputs from incorrect ones is at most
where p is the smallest prime factor of |G| and T is an upper bound on the algorithm's runtime. Remark 8. It might look surprising that 1/poly(k)-DSE σ (c:u; g:h; f:nsprim) always holds, i.e., it's a fact, not an assumption. Of course, the crucial aspect is the rather restricted adversary model (the σ in the assumption statement) which limits adversaries to generic algorithms. However, note that this fact means that to break DSE one has to exploit deeper knowledge on the actual structure of the used algebraic groups. In particular, for appropriately chosen prime-order subgroups of * p and elliptic or hyper-elliptic curves no such exploitable knowledge could yet be found and all of currently known efficient and relevant algorithms in these groups are generic algorithms, e.g., Pohlig-Hellman [26] or Pollard-ρ [27] . Nevertheless, care has to be applied when proving systems secure in the generic model [28] .
In the following theorem we show that also DIE cannot be solved by generic algorithms if the order of the multiplicative group is not divisible by small primes.
Theorem 6.
true =⇒ 1/poly(k)-DIE σ (c:u; g:h; f:nsprim) 2
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5 and can be found in [21] .
DSE versus DDH
Wolf [9] shows following two results on the relation of DSE and DDH: DSE can easily be reduced to DDH but the converse doesn't hold; in fact, Theorem 8 shows that a DSE oracle, even when perfect, is of no help in breaking DDH assumptions. can correctly distinguish correct DDH inputs from incorrect ones is at most
where p is the smallest prime factor of |G| and T is an upper bound on the algorithm's runtime.
DIE versus DDH
In the following we prove that similar relations also hold among DDH and DIE: We show a reduction from DIE to DDH and prove that a DIE oracle, even when perfect, is of no help in breaking DDH assumptions. Both proofs follow similar strategies than the proofs of Theorem 7 and 8 and can be found in [21] . One twist is that the input domains between IE and DH are different and the DIE-oracle cannot answer correctly to the queries not from its domain. However, since this limits the use of a DIE-oracle in solving DDH even further, this does not affect the desired result.
DSE versus DIE
In the next theorem we prove that an oracle breaking 1-DSE(c:u; g:h; f: * ) is of no help in breaking 1/poly(k)-DIE σ (c:u; g:h; f: * ).
Theorem 11. true =⇒ 1/poly(k)-DIE σ (c:u; g:h; f:nsprim; O 1-DSE(c:u; g:h; f:nsprim) ) 2
Proof. Similar to the proofs of Theorem 6 and 10 we define a Lemma which associates the minimal generic complexity of solving DIE directly to the smallest prime factor of the order of the underlying group G. Theorem 11 immediately follows from Lemma 2 and Remark 11.
Remark 11. In the classical formulation of decision problems the adversary gets, depending on the challenge b, either the correct element or a random element as input, i.e., in the case of DIE the adversary gets g x together with g
The formulation used in the Lemma considers a slightly different variant of the decisional problem type: We consider here an adversary which receives, in random order, both the correct and a random element and the adversary has to decide on the order of the elements, i.e., the adversary gets g x and (g x −1 , g c ) for b = 0 and (g c , g
x −1 ) for b = 1. This formulation makes the proofs easier to understand. However, note that both variants can be shown equivalent.
• Lemma 2. Let G be a cyclic group and g a corresponding generator, let p be the smallest prime factor of n = |G|. Let O DSE be a given oracle solving DSE tuples in G and let A σ,ODSE be any generic algorithm for groups G with maximum run time T and oracle access to O DSE . Further let x 0 , x 1 be random elements of * |G| , b ∈ R {0, 1} a randomly and uniformly chosen bit and C R ← U. Then it always holds that
Proof. For given σ(1), σ(x), {σ(x −1 ), σ(c)}, assume that the algorithm A σ,ODSE computes at most T 1 + 4 (images of) distinct linear combinations P i of the elements 1, x, x −1 , c with P i (1, x, x −1 , c) = a i1 + a i2 x + a i3 x −1 + a i4 c such that
where a ij are constant coefficients. Furthermore, it is not a-priori known to A σ,ODSE which of the (known) values in {a i3 , a i4 } is the coefficient for x −1 and which one corresponds to c. Assume that A σ,ODSE makes T 2 calls to O DSE . A σ,ODSE may be able to distinguish the coefficient by obtaining information from either of the following events:
E a : A σ,ODSE finds a collision between two distinct linear equations (P i , P j ) with i = j, i.e., σ(P i (1, x, x −1 , c)) = σ(P j (1, x, x −1 , c)) ⇒ P i (1, x, x −1 , c) = P j (1, x, x −1 , c) E b : A σ,ODSE gets at least one positive answer from O DSE for a non-trivial query with i = j, i.e., σ(P i (1, x, x −1 , c)) = σ((P j (1, x, x −1 , c) 2 ).
Let E be the union of the events E a and E b . Now we compute an upper bound for the probability that either of these events occurs.
Case E a : Consider P i and P j as polynomials. There are possible distinct pairs. The probability of a collision for two linear combinations P i , P j is the probability of (randomly) finding the root of polynomial x(P i − P j ) ≡ 0 mod p e for any prime factor p of |G| with p e ||G|. Due to Lemma 1 this probability is at most 2/p e (≤ 2/p ), because the degree of x(P i − P j ) is at most two. . Case E b : For i = j it is not possible to derive a relation P i = P j 2 except that P i and P j are both constant polynomials ( = 0), meaning that the polynomial x 2 (P i − P j 2 ) ≡ 0 mod p e for x = 0. The total degree of the polynomial x 2 (P i − P j 2 ) is at most 4 and the probability for E b is at most [29] ). Only few relations can be shown for low-granular assumption as no random self-reducibility is yet known. However, achieving such "full" random self-reducibility seems very difficult in general (if not impossible) in number-theoretic settings [30] contrary to, e.g., lattice settings used in [31] .
